Abstract. The paper aims at constructing two different solutions to an elliptic system
Introduction
Analysis of sets of solutions to elliptic systems/equations is of particular interest in PDEs. On one hand, the question is challenging from the view point of mathematical techniques, on the other hand, the precise information about this set is crucial for understanding the dynamics of evolutionary problems standing behind elliptic one. In general the theory provides us with two answers either there exists precisely one solution or the system admits at least one solution. An ultimate question is: if there are two different solutions.
PDEs give only few examples for quite simple problems. Here we can start from the classical example using the Mountain Pass Theorem for a semilinear elliptic equation [Eva10] . Nonuniqueness example for the stationary Navier-Stokes equations [Gal11] or important examples for geometry related to the mean curvature problems [BC83] . Derivation of asymptotic lower bound for the multiplicity of solutions for a semilinear problem can be found in [DY05] . The multiplicity proofs for systems/higher dimensional PDEs has been an active topic of research. Up to our knowledge, there exist several computer assisted proofs of existence of at least several solutions for particular PDEs. Let us stress that contrary to our approach, all results obtained using a direct computer assistance work essentially for a isolated parameter values or a compact set of parameter values, as all computations performed on computer are finite. The results include a proof of existence of four solutions to a semilinear boundary value problem for particular choice of parameters [BMP03] , an outlook for the multiplicity of solutions for some multilinear PDEs is provided by a proof of existence of nonsymmetric solutions for a symmetric boundary value problem [AK12] , and validated bifurcation diagrams constructed in [BLV13] , [GL11] .
The subject of the present paper is the following elliptic system u · ∇u + (−∆) m u = λF on T 2 .
Here u is sought as a vector function u : T 2 → R 2 . Vector F is a particular external force, and in this paper we define it as
The magnitude of the external force is controlled by the parameter λ and it is assumed to be greater than some positive number λ 0 . We shall note that the system has no a-priori estimate. The issue of existence to system (1) is still open for general form of λF . The origin of our result was the following. We were investigating the system of type (1), namely the classical stationary Burgers equation with m = 1. We were looking for nonuniqueness of solutions by using numerical simulations. Then we observe that for a very special force (2) we are able to find two solutions close to functions λ(sin x, 0) T and λ(0, sin y) T . And the chance is growing with inceasing λ. Existence of at least two solutions is coming from the symmetry which is seen elementary, simply enough, we can exchange x with y, and the first component with the second component (denoted x ↔ y in the sequel). Whenever we have to construct one of these solutions. For sufficently large λ we are ensured that the obtained solutions are indeed different.
The main tool of our technique is to exploit unusual features of a linearization of the system. Apparently, for the solutions to the following scalar problem λ sin y∂ x w + (−∆) m w = λ sin x on T 2 ,
as by w l ∞ we denote the superemum norm of elements of Fourier series representing the solution w, we obtain
in other words, this quantity is free from λ dependence (for large λ), although other norms are growing with λ. We see an interplay between the growth of the right-hand side and increase of influence of the term λ sin ∂ x , which represents (in some sense) a rotation effects. In particular, it causes that amplitudes of modes are uniformly bounded. It looks like the growth of the energy fulfills subsequent levels of modes up to prescribed limit. The features of the linear operator are indeed found for its finite dimensional truncation -a Galerkin approximation. The key result concerning (3) is described by Theorem 5.8 and its proof is the main part of this paper. Our analysis of system (1) allows to prove the following theorem being the main result of the present paper. Theorem 1.1. Let m > 9/2 and λ > λ 0 be sufficiently large. Then there exists at least two solutions to system (1) with F given by (2) such that
and
where L 1 , L 2 are solutions to linearization and they are of order λ 2/m in l ∞ norm and R 1 , R 2 are of order λ −α with α > 0.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on subtle analysis of system (3). We postulate the form of solutions and then we construct them via approximation on finite dimensional subspaces. The natural symmetry x ↔ y implies that we obtain at least two different solutions, provided λ is sufficiently large.
Our method is general, and can be applied for the purpose of constructing solutions for certain class of finite dimensional problems (ODEs), and infinite dimensional problems (PDEs). We believe that our method can be applied to numerical analysis of PDEs, and in general to problems in which tridiagonal (in)finite differential operators arise. For instance, we could in principle construct solutions to problems belonging to the following class
where L λ is an infinite dimensional 'rotation like' tridiagonal differential operator acting on a Banach space, and f λ is a nonlinear function, which depends linearly on λ. In such case we could exploit properties of L λ to obtain a smallness of particular norms of u, even show that a particular norm of u can be bounded independently of λ. Under presence of a suitable symmetry of (7), when u can be decomposed into a dominant, and remainder parts, using the smallness of particular norms of u we immediately obtain a different solution.
Finally, let us emphasize that our proof is constructive in nature, in particular we obtain a closed form of the solutions in terms of a dominant part, and bounds for the remainder. In our existence proof we construct an approximating sequence, moreover, we provide a bound for the speed of convergence of the Cauchy sequence of approximations. Our result is certainly new, nonetheless, obtained by elementary means. In our opinion this type of results are either impossible, or hard to obtain by applying classical PDE analysis techniques.
We are highly convinced that the obtained in this work explicit bounds for norms of tridiagonal differential operators, which are independent of the dimension, can be applied for other problems, including bounds for solutions of some linear PDEs, numerical analysis of discretizations of certain PDEs, or slow-fast systems.
Our extensive numerical analysis leads to a conjecture that for the system (1) there exist a threshold valuem > 1, such that our main result is valid for all m >m -the two distinct solutions can be still constructed. For the case m <m, especially in the case of stationary forced 2D Burgers equations (m = 1) the global picture is significantly different, and for m = 1 certainly the two solutions cannot anymore be isolated as in the other cases. Surprisingly enough, up to our knowledge, the available literature does not include any theoretical results on global existence (for any λ) of solutions for stationary forced 2D Burgers equations.
We claim
Numerical Conjecture Let m = 1, then for λ >> 1 and F given by (2) the system (1) admits no solutions
This claim is supported by a numerical bifurcation analysis that we performed. To perform the numerical bifurcation analysis we approximated the solution by a fixed number of Fouriers' basis functions. On Figure 1 we present a few bifurcation diagrams that were obtained using Fouriers' approximation both for smaller approximation dimensions, and for larger Galerkin projection dimensions (limited by our computational resources). We constructed the diagrams starting from the zero solution at λ = 0 the branch of solutions (u(λ)) was followed until a bifurcating solution was found. In the case a bifurcating solution was found both of the branches: the original, and the bifurcating branch were followed.
Observe that those diagrams significantly differ. For instance the value of λ for which the numerical pitchfork bifurcation occurs is proportional to the approximation dimension, we mean that λ was significantly larger, when a larger approximation dimension was used. This lead us to the conjecture that the apparent bifurcation is only a numerical artifact. Evidently, in the case of stationary forced 2D Burgers equations (m = 1) the dynamics is either not finite dimensional, or the dimension is really high. This is in contrary to the cases, that are included in our theory (e.g. m = 6), in which the dynamics is essentially finite dimensional (the bifurcation diagrams that we computed using different approximation dimensions, the same as in the case m = 1, does not differ much from each other). This is probably due to the not strong enough smoothing effect provided by the Laplacian operator compared to the higher order elliptic operators.
The paper is organized as follows. We present in Section 2 subject of this paper written in coordinates, in Section 3 bifurcation diagrams, and a technical explanation. In Section 4 the relevant symmetries of the problem, which are crucial in our analysis. In Section 5 the matrix form of the linearized operator, along with some important inverse operators bounds. In Section 6 a-priori bounds for the solutions of finite dimensional truncations, and in Section 7 an existence argument for the infinite dimensional system. Finally, in Section 8, some technical lemmas necessary to prove crucial inverse operators bounds from Section 5.
Preliminaries
We start our analysis with the preparation of our system
We fix the notation
We concentrate just on construction of solution (5), the symmetry will imply existence of the second onesee Section 4. The above relations restate the system (8) as follows
In order to split the solution into two parts, the first with small amplitudes and the second with higher ones, we introduce the linearization of (10)
and define V as the following pair
Then we find equations on a and b
Looking at the above problems we see that all analysis depends on the properties of the following operator
4
The key element of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is a result concerning estimates of the inverse to L λ operator. The general case requires to divide the whole function space into subspaces. We need several types of estimates, but the most imporatant one says that (L λ ) −1 has a norm bounded by O(λ −1 ). The precise statement of the result we find in Section 5, it is Theorem 1.1.
We write the problem (1) in Fourier's coordinates, what is the most natural way to consider the problem on the torus.
In order to study the problem (1) from above. For the particular choice of the external forcing, F in our case is given by 
We will denote the set of sequences satisfying (16) by R. It is easy to see that R is a vector space over the field R.
In the considered problem we introduce odd periodic boundary conditions, i.e.
which on the level of the Fourier series means that we take the Fourier basis restricted to odd functions, or equivalently all coefficients are purely imaginary
It is immediately verified that the space of coefficients satisfying (17) is invariant under the equation (15), so we skip the formal calculations. Observe that (17) together with the reality condition implies automatically the following 'zero mass' constraint a
From now on we are going to consider the following finite dimensional approximation of the system (15) Definition 2.2. Let N > 0. We call the N -th Galerkin approximation of (15) the following system
Definition 2.3. Let us define the following space
we are going to look for solutions a of (1P), such that a ∈ H × H. In the sequel, whenever H appears, N will either be fixed or clear from context.
Numerical bifurcation analysis
Let us first discuss what motivated the presented research. Our extensive numerical investigations of (1P) revealed a solution possessing a curious structure, one mode being of λ magnitude, and the remainder being bounded uniformly with respect to λ. Immediately, we further noticed that the natural symmetry embedded in this equation implies the existence of a second solution, as the reflection by the symmetry of dominant part produces an essentially different solution. Further on, to convince ourselves that this structure is in fact conserved for λ large values after a bifurcation, we performed a numerical bifurcation analysis, which showed that the graph of solution's norm is in approximately linear, and in fact there is a pitchfork bifurcation. We analyzed the bifurcation structure of the problem (1P), we present the results on Figure 2 . Starting from the zero solution at λ = 0 we followed the branch of solutions. We detected a pitchfork bifurcation at a value of λ depending on the m parameter in (1P), from the point of the occurrence of pitchfork bifurcation we followed a stable and the unstable branches.
For a given λ we were looking for a(λ) such that G N (a(λ), λ) = 0. We implemented the path following procedure in order to track a(λ), for this to work the
∂λ derivative is required, as the eigenvalues have to be controlled in order to detect bifurcation points. We implemented the path following procedure on the top of the software [Cyr14] where the partial derivative is calculated by means of automatic diffrentiation and fast Fourier transforms.
We present the bifurcation diagrams for two cases
• in Figure 1 , for two particular choices m = 1, and varying the truncation dimension N . Our theory excludes this case. This we use as a support for our numerical conjecture from Introduction.
• in Figure 2 , for particular choice m = 6. Our theory includes this case.
There are some apparent differences between those two cases. In Figure 1 and 2 in blue we marked the unstable branch of index 1, and in black the stable solution(s) -this branch represents in fact two solutions of the same norm related with a symmetry. The symmetry is denoted by S in Section 4. Apparently, the considered bifurcation is the point where S is broken. Let us relate the presented diagrams with our current results. In this work we prove that on the stable branch in Figure 2 there are two distinct solutions, and this branch is approximately linear for any λ sufficiently large.
The diagrams were generated with the projection dimension N = 8, which corresponds to 17 2 /2 degrees of freedom.
Symmetries
In this section we present relevant symmetries of the problem that we found, and we are going to use them in our arguments in the sequel. We asumme that the considered forces are also symmetric. Later on it will became evident that the solution we construct is symmetric with respect to S , and nonsymmetric with respect to S. 
It is immediately verified that the solutions of the system (15) and all its Galerkin approximations are invariant under this symmetry, i.e. G(a) = 0 ⇐⇒ G(Sa) = 0 as long as F is symmetric.
It is immediately verified that the solutions of the system (15) and all its Galerkin approximations are invariant under this symmetry, i.e. G(a) = 0 ⇐⇒ G(S p a) = 0 as long as F is symmetric Symmetry S Let S : H × H → H × H be the following symmetry on the level of Fourier modes
It is not immediately visible that the solutions of the system (15) and all its Galerkin approximations are invariant under the symmetry S , i.e. G(a) = 0 ⇐⇒ G(S a) = 0. Thus, in the next lemma we show that the nononlinearity is symmetric.
Lemma 4.1. Let N onl be the nonlinear part of (15c). N onl satisfies

N onl(S a) = S N onl(a).
Proof Below, we check the symmetry of N onl 1 , by the same arguments the symmetry of N onl 2 follows. To verify the claim let us consider two subcases
If we consider indices
one is even and the other odd (k 1 , k 2 odd case), j = 1, 2. This implies the second equality, in the first term there are generated either two or none minuses from the symmetry, as both of the modes are from the same component, the only minus appears from the index −k 1 2 . Whereas in the second term there is exactly one minus generated, as the modes are from different components, this is seen clearly looking at (21).
Case 2 k = (k 1 , k 2 ), k 1 even, and k 2 odd or k 1 odd, and k 2 even.
N onl
If we consider indices k 1 , k 2 such that k = k 1 + k 2 , we have that both of the indices in one of the pairs k 1 j , k 2 j are even (odd), and in the second pair indices are of different oddness (one even, and the other odd). This implies the last equality, in the first term there is one minus generated from the symmetry, as both of the modes are from the same component, the second minus appears from the index −k 1 2 . Whereas in the second term, as the modes are from different components, there are either two minuses generated (k 1 1 even, k 2 1 odd or vice-versa, and k 1 2 , k 2 2 even (odd)), or none minuses (k 1 1 , k 2 1 even (odd), and k 1 2 even, k 2 2 odd or vice-versa).
Linearized finite dimensional system (truncated operator)
In this section we want to present how the linear operator
looks like in coordinates introduced previously.
Here we argue how to reduce the problem of deriving dimension independent bounds for the inverse of (22) to the problem of bounding particular matrix norms. The operator (−∆) m in coordinates introduced in this section is diagonal
To show the action of the λ sin y∂ x w component, we introduce the following subspaces
It is easy to see that H l subspaces are invariant for the operator L λ (w), i.e.
And moreover, H can be decomposed
We will also need the projection of L λ onto the following space Definition 5.3. Let B ⊂ H denote the following space
The projection of L λ onto B will be denoted by
Definition 5.4. Let H be the following space H = a ∈ H × H : a satisfies S a = a, and S p a = a .
From now on, we look for solutions a ∈ H , i.e. symmetric with respect to the symmetries S , S p every time the operator L λ appears, it is assumed to be acting on a component of a ∈ H . Now, let us analyze the action of L λ on each component of a ∈ H .
Note that for such solutions we may take the projection of L λ onto the subspace spanned by span {sin lx, sin lx + ky} for k = 1, 2, . . . , N , as the modes a − j appearing in (25) are related with the modes a + j through S 2 (we have S a = a). We deduce from (25) that L λ acting acting on the projection of each component of a ∈ H onto the subspace spanned by span {sin lx, sin lx + ky} has the following tridiagonal matrix form, which we are going to exploit in the sequel
The full linear operator L λ acting on each component of a ∈ H has the following block diagonal form
Bounds for matrices inverse to
In this section we provide results on bounds of the particular norms of inverse tridiagonal matrices we will use. Some technical lemmas used to prove the presented bounds are provided in the following sections. 
In the next theorem we present the main result of this section, which is composed of bounds for the following norms
. Where first two are standard norms, and the third (which we call the gradient norm) is defined
We call the gradient norm the following matrix norm
where L 
The following estimates hold for the matrix
We present a proof of this theorem in Section 8.
Fixed point argument
Having the estimate for the operator (L B λ ) −1 we are prepared to prove the main result of the paper. Considered solutions are assumed to be finite dimensional. It allows to use the results for the matrices presented in Section 5.
Let us define two projections for the space H
where P 0 is the projection onto the subspace, which is free of y dependence.
We proceed as follows. First, we construct an a-priori estimate for the solution of (11). Let us display basic features of (A, B) ∈ H -solutions to (11), which follows directly from the bounds presented in Theorem 5.8. Observe as P 0 A, P 0 B = 0 it is enough to use the bound for (L B λ ) −1 , and we obtain
Consequently
In the estimations above, and generally in the estimations performed in this section we use often Young's inequality for products, i.e. f * g 1 ≤ f 1 g 1 , and f * g ∞ ≤ f ∞ g 1 . Now we denote V solution to system (10) in the following way
where (A, B) T is the solution of the linearized system (11). First, we present the crucial property, which allowed us to establish the fixed point argument presented in this section. We look for solutions such that (a, b) T ∈ H , and it follows from the symmetry S p (a x , b y ) T = (b y , a x ) T that we have ab x + bb y = ab x + ba x = (ab) x , and in consequence P 0 b = 0.
Standing assumptions Now, we assume the following, and then we show the contraction argument, i.e. that under those assumptions there exists a solution to (13) (a, b)
Recall (13)
In order to find the bound we apply formally the estimates for L B λ , assuming that the solutions are finite dimensional. To get the bound we treat the rhs of (37), and we have
where the last inequality is after cleaning the absorbed terms, which is due to the assumptions (36a), and (36c). We will also need the estimate for b l 1 , derived analogously as above
Let us define
Bound for P 0 a l ∞
2m
. For this case the operator P 0 L λ is diagonal, therefore we bound the particular norm
, it is trivially bounded by the l ∞ norm of the right hand side. Moreover, observe that l ∞ 2m norm bounds l 1 1 , i.e. we have P 0 a l 1
for m > 3/2, remembering that the dimension is two.
We removed all terms, which do not generate P 0 , i.e. any product of terms in which one is P 0 , the other P 1 , and when the bound (41) is used (potentially the worst term P 0 aP 0 a x is not present as P 0 a x = 0) we get
To get last inequality we used the assumption (36b) and (36c), the term λ 2/m is clearly of the highest order from the terms that are left. Here we use that m > 9/2.
Bound for P
Observe that after the second inequality the term b l 1 a l 1 1 is not present as P 0 a x = 0, clearly the highest order term is P 0 a l 1 A l 1 1 = λ 2/m λ 3/2m = λ 7/2m . Now we use the bound (41), and remove some of the terms that were absorbed by using the assumptions (36a), (36b), and (36c), observe in the inequality above the bad looking term λ b l 1 , we estimate it using (39)
After using the assumption (36b) all terms with P 1 a l 1 1 are being absorbed, and clearly the highest order term in the parenthesis is λ 7/2m , so finally we end up with
Observe that P 1 a is mapped into itself by the operator L −1 λ , due to the assumption (36c), namely m > 9/2. Going back to (38) we get that
Summing up the considerations from this part we obtain the following result Lemma 6.1. Let a, b be a small solution to problem (37), then it obeys the following dimension independent a-priori estimate
Proof of main theorem
Using the so far presented results, we may now proceed to proving our main result -Theorem 1.1. Here we want to construct the solutions, using system (37) and the a-priori estimates (Lemma 6.1).
We start with the construction of the sequence of solution's approximations. We define the solution (a n+1 , b n+1 ) as the solution to the following problem
We take (a 0 , b 0 ) = (0, 0) and define A n , B n as the projection onto the spaces H (N +2) , where N determines the number of active modes. If (a n ,
Repeating the estimates for the system (37) we find that if
then
with the same constants C, provided λ sufficiently large. In addition the form of system (37) preserves the symmetry S p , too. We shall underline that for fixed n we are allowed to apply results for the finite dimensional approximation of L λ . All constants in Theorem 5.8 are N independent.
We want to prove that {a n , b n } is a Cauchy sequence. We consider the following system
Taking large n we want to prove that
where n → 0 as n → ∞, the quantity n is related by norms of terms like (A n − A n−1 ) and (B n − B n−1 ). In order to justify (49) we point out few estimates which provides the inequality. Here we use the same tools as for proving Lemma 6.1. Hence we estimate the rhs of (48). We have to estimate the following terms.
For
For sufficiently large n it it clear that B n − B n−1 l 1 1 → 0 as n → ∞. Next,
and a n − a n−1
Hence
we have
P 0 a n − a n−1
The remaining terms here are simpler. So
For P 1 (a n+1 − a n ) l 1 1 we have
The last term is λ cos y(b n+1 − b n ) l 1 , using the estimates for L B λ l 1 →l 1 from Theorem 5.8 we find
Summing up (53), (56) and (60) we conclude
For m > 9/2 and large λ we got (49). The condition (49) implies that the sequence {P 1 a n , b n , P 0 a n } has a limit in the space l 1 1 . It means that there exists a solution to problem (37) obeying estimates from Lemma 6.1. In other words we have constructed the solution (5). We shall underline that the limit in l 1 1 implies that the derivative is uniformly bounded, thus the nonlinear term is described pointwisely. A bootstrap method implies that the solutions constructed in the above way are indeed smooth. Existence of the solution (6) follows from the symmetry x ↔ y. Largeness of λ implies there are two different solutions. Theorem 1.1 is proved.
Some technical lemmas needed for Theorem 5.8
Notation Let N > 0 be an even number, m > 1, l > 0, λ ∈ R. Let us denote
We denote a tridiagonal matrix with elements {a j } N j=1 on the diagonal, −lλ over diagonal, and lλ under diagonal by
Let the increasing sequence {d l j } N j=1 be given by
We denote the tridiagonal matrix with the increasing sequence {d l j } N j=1 on the diagonal by
Lemma 8.1. Let l > 1. Let the sequences {a l j }, {b l j } be given by the following recursive formulas 
Proof The a l j , b l j ≥ 0 part of the bound is trivial. Now we prove 2 2m (lλ) −1 ≥ a l j . We proceed by induction, first we prove that 2 2m (lλ) −1 ≥ a l 1 holds. Observe that for all N > 1, and l ≥ 1 we have
where a = l 2m + (N − 2) 2m , we used the estimate due to convexity (N − 1) 2m < 2 2m (N −2)+1 2 2m < 2 2m−1 (N − 2) 2m + 1 , the last inequality follows from a 2 + l 2 λ 2 > alλ.
Assuming 2 2m (lλ) −1 ≥ a j−1 we verify that 2 2m (lλ) −1 ≥ a j holds.
First, observe that f (a) :=
is a strictly increasing function for all a ≥ 0 (denominator is positive), as
so we have
where k = N − 2j. The last inequality reduces to
after grouping the terms in this inequality it is easy to see that it is satisfied for all l ≥ 1, and k ≥ 0. Obviously (lλ) −1 ≥ b 1 holds. Analogically as above, assuming (lλ) −1 ≥ b j we verify that (lλ) −1 ≥ b j+1 holds (it can also be verified that f (b) is strictly positive, and it is enough to verify the inequality setting b j = (lλ) −1 ).
The last inequality holds due to following inequality, which is clearly satisfied
where a = l 2m + (2j) 2m . 
Proof Here we assume that l is fixed, and we drop the superscript in the notation of T l , a l k , b l k , and d l k , we use simply T , a k , b k , and d k respectively. Moreover we denoteλ = lλ.
We are going to use the following convention for block decomposition of
where
We will call W j,k , V j,k the inverse blocks. The explicit formulas for the inverse blocks are obtained from the following system of equations (simplifying the notation by dropping the brackets with parameters, i.e.
When the equations for diagonal blocks are decoupled we obtain
Now, we state the crucial observation -the inverse diagonal blocks W 11 and W 22 are inverses of tridiagonal matrices, i.e.
The same holds for the diagonal inverse blocks V 11 and V 22 by symmetric calculations, i.e.
Observe that the decoupling of the diagonal blocks described above can be iterated, and the matrix
, we write the formula for the inverse diagonal block W 11
From repeating j times the procedure of taking the upper-left inverse diagonal block and decompose it further like in (68a), we obtain the explicit formula for the
Performing iteratively j times the symmetric procedure to the one described above (performing decomposition like in (68b)), we obtain the explicit formula for N − 2j dimensional lower right diagonal inverse block
Note that the recursive series {a j }, {b j } are generated from the procedures described above. Using above results, we may now derive an explicit formulas for the 2 × 2 diagonal blocks of L l λ −1 . Let us present an example how it is done. Observe that from (71) we have that the N − 2j dimensional upper-left block of
j times the procedure of taking the upper left diagonal block, and decomposing like in (68b), and we get that the j-th (counting from the bottom) 2 × 2 diagonal block of L l λ −1 equals to
We have that for
11 we use the upper end of the bound for a j from Lemma 8.1, i.e. we set a j = 2 2mλ−1 , and we use the lower end of the bound for b k , i.e. we set b k = 0. We are left with
+d N −2j−1 2 2mλ , which was already showed in (66) to be bounded by 2 2mλ−1 .
22 , analogously as above, we set a j = 0, and b k =λ −1 , and we are left with bounding
, which was already showed in (67) to be bounded byλ −1 . To bound the remaining two elements, i.e.
we set a j = 0, b k = 0, and we obtain the claimed bounds immediately. 
(75a)
First, for the sake of presentation, let us prove that the claimed bounds are true for the 4 × 4 upper left corner submatrix of
.
From the equations for inverse blocks (69a) it follows that the block beyond diagonal satisfies (denoting
From Lemma 8.1 follows that 2 2mλ−1 ≥ a N/2−2 ≥ 0, hence the bounds for all elements of T (d 3 , d 4 + λ 2 a N/2−2 ) −1 are the same as those derived in Lemma 8.2. Observe that 
It is easy to see that, if we now
, by a similar argument we obtain for j = 1, . . . , 6 the bounds
Finally, from the presentation above follows that assuming that all of the elements in the last row of the inverse block 
Now taking C(m) > 2 (2m+1)/2m + 2 2m+1 we obtain the claim. The bound is true for any other column, to see this note that for each column there are at most n = [cλ 1/2m ] elements beyond the geometric decay regime, therefore the bound is true for any column of L l λ −1 . By a symmetric argument the same bound holds for rows of L l λ −1 .
Proof of Theorem 5.8
Using lemmas presented in this section we prove the main result with inverse matrix bounds Final bound The bound in Case I is clearly of higher order, hence it is the final uniform bound. The bound is true for other than the first columns, as there are at most n = [cl 1/2m λ 1/2m ] elements beyond the geometric decay regime.
